
PROFUSION
MEDIA PLAYER
A COMPLETELY INTEGRATED MEDIA 
EXPERIENCE.  

The future is here with the ProFusion® digital media manager. 
Powerful and affordable, this all-in-one solution is Stingray 
Business’ latest system capable of delivering music, audio 
messaging, and HD  video content.  

The Profusion provides total control over what your custom-
ers hear and see.  Flexible scheduling, dual-zone audio and 
single-zone video capability, management features, and more 
make it the only delivery system you’ll need to provide an 
engaging experience for your customers.

Music  Create the perfect vibe.  No other commercial media 
manager comes close—high-fidelity and stereo sound 
capability.  

Messaging  Maximize the moment. On-site and on-hold 
music and messaging are seamlessly integrated to prevent 
abrupt interruptions.

Video  Capture their attention. Music videos, HD atmo-
spherics, or your own video content (ads, logos). The 
Profusion manages video content with accompanying audio 
in conjunction with your music program so the two don’t 
compete for air time. 
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FEATURES & BENEFITS

Automatic  Easy content management. Automatic 
scheduling allows you to change your vibe or tempo by the 
minute, hour, day, week, or season—switch your content 
schedule at any time. 

Reliable  Field and time-tested. The on-premise music 
players were pioneered with reliable, flexible software for 
commercial environments over a decade ago. ProFusion is 
field tested, and over 100,00 devides later, remains the 
industry leader.

Flexible  Multiple update options. Secure Ethernet 
updates deliver data quickly, dramatically reducing the time 
it takes to receive music and message updates. The ProFu-
sion also supports disc updates with an optional built-in 
DVD-ROM drive.

Powerful  Multiple zone possibilities. Two zones of audio, 
each with independent scheduling capability, and one video 
output create a world of possibilities. Play music in one area 
and a different kind in another, or connect one audio output 
to your phone system for music and messaging on hold. And 
don’t forget your video output.

Simple  Effortless operation. Built-in display allows for 
easy adjustments to settings and show music, messaging, 
and video information. Automatic dayparting and other 
features make the profusion as hands-free as possible.
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